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Summary. - A number of simulations of the compensation of the 1st order national geodetic network
have been undertaken. These fall within the scope of the 1985 National Doppler PIan (PDN85) activities

carried out by the Istituto Geografico Militare (IGMI). The simulations were performed by supplementing

classical geodetic measurements with vertex coordinate determinations obtained using Doppler observations

fron the Transit network satellites. The need to create a zero order doppler network to reinforce the 1storder

geodetic network has been highlighted.

SIMULAZIONI PER LA CAMPAGNADOPPLER PDN85.

Sommario. - Nell'ambito delle attività inerenti il Piano Doppler Nazionale 1985 (PDN85) e condotte

dall'Istituto Geografico Militare (IGMI) sono state effettuate alcune simulazioni della compensazione della

rete geodetica nazionale del I ordine. le simulazioni sono state eseguite supponendo di integrare le misure di

geodesia classica con determinazioni delle coordinate dei vertici ottenute con osservazioni Doppler dei satel
liti della rete Transit. Viene messa in luce l'importanza della realizzazione di una rete Doppler di ordine zero

per rafforzare la rete geodetica di I ordine.
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li - INTRODUCTION (

The development andapplication of space techniques has made it possible to over
come the limits oI classical geodesy in the measurement oI large geodetic networks,

where there are oIten errors of scale and orientation arising from a variety of causes

such as the imperfect calibration oI the electronic distance-measuring equipment,
effects oI reIraction, insufficient inIormation as to the geoid trend,etc. Furthermore, the

ability to obtain precise measurements oI the relative positions oI stations separated by
considerable distances enables one to reinIorce weak networks and to conned diIIerent

nets on both a regional and global scale.
, The Doppler technique, which inakes useoI TRANSIT satellite observations, has

pro~ed sufficient1y reliable and inexpensive to use, especially as regards geodetic
operations.

2. - DOPPLER MEASUREMENTS

The computation oI station coordinatesmay be perIormedby using eithér trans

mitted ephemerides or OI so-called precisee'phémerides. Transmitted ephemerides are

'accurate to the order oI 19,14 and 4 m in the along track, out oIplane andradial compo

nents respectively, and are acquired by the receivers during the observation compaigns.

Precise ephemerides, on the other hand, are cakulated by the DeIense Mapping Agency

(DMA) on the basis oIobservations oI a broadnetwork oI fixed stations (20), and
, accurate to 1-:3 metres.

Different methods can be employed to analyze the observations. The approcah

known as «single point» considers satellite orbits as fixed. In other words, the epheme
rides - whether ofthe broadcast or «precise» type - are not recomputed during the ana

lysis ofthe observeddata. To some extent, the translocation method might be con si

dered a variation ofthe «point positioning» approach. As in the previous case, the orbit

.is rtòt rec'alculated or improved with respect to the initialinIormation, but two or more

stations are required to observe the same passage simultaneously. In this way, since the

errors in the satellite trajectory calculation are common to both sets of data collected by

the stations, a more precise determination oI the relative positions oI the stations can be
obtained. The short-arc and semi-short-arc methods, however, aim to correct the values

of the broadcast or precise epheJ:Ilerides, within the calculation procedures involved in

the determination oI the station coordinates.The orbital parameters are, thereIore,
unknowns to be determirted along with the station coordinates. The short-arc techni

que entails the use oI a sophisticated orbital model, whereas the semi-short-arc ap

proach' uses a ,less precise model which is als9 less demanding in terms o{ machine
calculation time.
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At present, using precise ephemerides and the «single point» method, the calcula
tion of station coordinates is accurate to less than 1 metre. Using broadcast epheme

rides with the short-arc method on the other hand, station positions can be determined

to a precision of between 30 and 70 cm (Kouba, 1983; Baldi et al., 1983).

3. --,THE PDN85 DOPPLER NETWORK

Previous comparison ofthe vertex coordinates ofthe 1storder Italian network with

the Doppler determinations obtained as a result of two measurement campaigns (TI

DOC and IDOC) has brought to light considerable discrepancies between the two sys

tems. In particular, sizable differences were noticed in the southern pari of the network,..
as might have been expected given the network's elongated shape and lack of rigidity.

In contrast, no appreciable difference in scale « 1 ppm) became apparent. (Baldi etal.,
1984).

Recognising the need to create a Doppler network, and given the availability of the

necessary instruments, IGMI has planned an initial campaign of observations involving

the simultaneous use of 18 receivers distributed uniformly throughout Italy.

On the basis of information supplied by the IGMI relating tothe possible location
of the 18 1st order vertex stations, simultations have been performed in order both to es

tablish the best possible configuration for the Doppler network, and to evaluate how
the classical network is reinforced by the introduction of measurements of this kind.

Two different software packages have been used. One of these, supplied by colleagues

from the University of Salonika, has subsequently been modified in Bologna. The other

program has been developed directly by the Milan group (Forlani and Mussio, 1984;
Forlani, 1986).

The first order italian geodetic network consist of 346 vertices, 345 of which are
stations, with 1843 directions measured, 33 azimuths, 80 distances, of which 2 have

been measured with invarwires, 78 with geodimeter and tellumeter. The measurements

have been considered independent and had the folIowing precisions (Bencini, 1981):

0".8

1".1

3 ppm (Geodimeter and wires)

6 ppm (Tellurometer)

The information regarding the Doppler observations is introduced in a form alrea

dy reduced to the coordinates of alI the station points. In their turn, these coordinates
are to be considered as derived from the calculation of the actual measurements by

mèans of a least squares method. Of course, this procedure produces a correlation be

tween these coordinates. If the corrisponding covariance matrix were known it would

be possible to readjust the classical network rigorously by including alI the information
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derìved from these coordinates. Given the need to obtain substantial preliminary infor

mation in a short time interval, it was decided to simplify the problem by considering

the points derìved from the Doppler campaign as uncorrelated and as all having a
constant error of 0.5 m in every coordinate.

The simulations were performed by fixing the network to the centraI Roma-Monte

Marìo vertex. The software adopted in Bologna, aIthough it correct1y uses ellipsoidal
coordinates, does not take into consideration the unknown differences in scale and

orìentation between the two systems of reference in the introduction of the Doppler
points.

The program developed in Milan, designed originally for surveying applications,
employs local Cartesian coordinates, Le. it ca1culates the compensation of the network

projected on the tangent pIane. This method would be unacceptable for the ca1culation
of the station positions, but it seems acceptable for the ca1culation of the error ellipses.

On the other hand, this program can introduce a similarìty transformation (rotation

andtranslation and scale factors) between points derived from Doppler observations

and points derìved from classical geodetic measurements, each supplied in its own re

ference system.

Special mention must be made of the problem regarding heights. These are not in

fact established by 1storder network measurements, aIthough knowledge ofthem is im
portant for the estimation of several orìentation parameters (translation along theverti

cal, orientation angles). But it is reasonable to suppose one can knowthe ellipsoidal

heights of the stations to a precision of 1.5 m. This value may be considered due to an
r.m.s. in the order of 1metre in the orthometrìc heights derìved from cartography and to

an r.m;s. in the same order due to imperfect knowledge of the undulation of the geoid.

4. - ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

The resuIts of the simulations will beanalyzed in relation to two problems:

- the study of the trend of the errors in the network adjusted only with the classi

cal measurements and comparison of the resuIts of simulations conducted in Bologna
and Milan;

- the study ofthe effect on the nètwork ofthe introduction of Doppler observa

tions, as a function of the number of stations, and perhaps of the number of compaigns.

The trend of the global error level curves of the point planimetric positions is
here defined bythe parameter y (a2 + b2)/2. This has to be derìved from the varìance

covarìance matrìx obtained from the adjustment ofthe classical network, with the r.m.s.

ofthe measurements fixed as descrìbed in section 3. In the figure 1the error level curves
of varìous tests carrìed out in Bologna and Milan are represented.

The comparìson between the two ìs essential, given that the Milan program works

on the mentioned hypothesis of approximàtion, which requires subsequent verìfication.
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Fig. 1 - Level curves for the parameter ( i (a2 + b2 )/2) a and b being semimajor and semiminor axes of the
standard ellipses. Values (cm) obtained from the adjustment of the classical network; solid lines refer to

Bologna soliltion while the dashed lines represent the Milano data.

The leve l curves trend confirms their essential identity, disclosing a maximum dif
ference of under 10% (fig. 1).

The most marked differences occurredin the Rome area because the Bologna ad
justment only fixed the planimetric coordinates of Rome-Monte Mario, whereas the
Milan adjustment also fixed the azimuth ofthe Monte Mario - Monte Soratte side: this

reduced slight1y the r.m.s. of the surrounding points.
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Fig 2.a - Level curves ( y (a2 + b2 )/2 ) obtained from the adjustment ofthe combined network; classical
network plus lO Doppler stations.
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Fig. 2.b - Level curves (V (a2 + bZ )/2 ) obtained from the adjustment of the combined network; classical

network plus 18 Doppler stations.
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The study of the effect on the network of the introduction of Doppler observations
has been carried out in relation to two issues: the improvement ofthe r.m.s. ofthe points

as a function of the number of stations and oftheir position; the analysis ofthe precision

of the orientation parameters.

The improvement is illustrated in figs. 2.a, 2.b and in table 1 which represents both

r.m.s. values at all the vertices, and the different Doppler configurations. Far the aIti

metric coordinates, only the Doppler measurement location points are considered, be
cause they are only points whose heights can be ca1culated.

As may be seen, the r.m.s. values, after dropping sharply on the introduction of the

first lO stations, do not continue to decrease significant1y with the introduction of fur

ther stations. In particular, to increase to 18 and then to 36 produces effects that are less

than proportional.

TABLE 1

(R.M.S. REFERRINGONLY TO lO, 18, 35 DOPPLER STATION POINTS)

(values in cm)

root-meim-sqtiare valuemax value
N; Doppler stations

°x
OyOz°xOyOz

O

6662-166184-
lO

5147-120123103

18

49457111812088

35

464262816872

The maximum values, on the other hand, decrease significantly with the introduc
tion of the first lO stations, and then with the increase to 19 and then 36. This last gain

may be accounted far by the choice of the 17 new stations, many of which are located in

the weakest areas of the net remaining following the introduction of the preyious 18.

This behaviour is confirmed by 32 simulations carried out with 18 stations placed in dif

ferent configurations: the resuIt was a basic stability in the r.m.s. values with purely 10

cal effects related to. the different positions of Doppler stations.
As regards the 7 orientation parameters (6x, 6y,-6z translation, w, rp, k Cardan orien

tation angles, A scale) table 2 provides a summary of the level of precision of the differ
ent cases.

The real degree of precision of the orientation will in fact be lower, since an abso

Iute precision of 0.5 m in the Doppler station coordinates is too optimistic.

/
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TABLE 2

81

N. Doppler °x0y°z li)cpkÀ

stations
(cm)(sec)(ppm)

lO

2726370.40.40.30.7
18

2422300.30.40.20.5
35

2019240.20.30.20.5

What had previously been observed regarding points precision has therefore been

confirmed, Le. that the increase in the number of stations does not bring 'any significant
increse in precision. This is particularly true as regards the two parameters that have the

most influence on errar propagation: k (tangent pIane rotation angle) and À (scale). The
effect of these two parameters on errors in the planimetric position is proportional to

the distance from the Rome Monte Mario fixed vertex. Far example, an errar of
0.5.10- 6 in À gives rise to an additional radiaI errar of 40 cm far a point 800 km away

from Monte Mario. This effect also explains the differences that can be observed

between the simulations performed in Bologna and those performed in Milan; which

indicate systematically larger errors in the out1ying areas.

A final test was carried out by simulating two successive campaigns, the first on 18
points, the second on lO. Theresults appear to fall between the.18 and 35 station cases

examined previously. In particular, given that the orientations of the two campaigns
were different, no gain in their estimation can be achieved.

One may therefore conclude that:

- the campaign carried out in August'85 using 14 stations will probably yield
good resuUs far all the parameters concerned;

, - any further campaigns should aim to improve the internaI rigidity of the
network.
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